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Abstract: The vast growth, various dynamic and low quality of the World Wide Web makes it very difficult to retrieve relevant information from internet during query search. To resolve this issue, various web mining techniques are being used. The biggest challenge in web mining is to remove noisy data information or unwanted information from the webpage such as banner, video, audio, images, hyperlinks etc. which are not associated to a user query. To overcome these issues, a novel custom search engine is proposed with efficient algorithm in this paper. The proposed Uniform Resource Locator (URL) pattern extractor algorithm will extract all relevance index pages from the web and ranking the indexes based on user query. Then, Noisy Data Cleaner (NDC) algorithm is applied to remove the unwanted content from the retrieved web pages. The results show that the proposed UPE+NDC algorithm provides very promising results for different datasets with high precision and recall rate in comparison with the existing algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Now-a-days, search engines have become one of the biggest important applications on the internet that extract relevant information based on the user query. The internet continues to grow its capacity with various types of modern data and infiltrates into every aspect of our daily life. Hence, the development of more robust and efficient search engine is a constant requirement. The first objective of current primary search engines is to approximately rank the retrieved pages at the data level which is an old mechanism for information gathering. However, efficient information on the internet is often accompanied by a large volume of noisy information such as poster, advertisements, navigation bars, etc [11]. Although such information types are typically useful for user and as well for the website holders, they frequently hamper the automated generation of information retrieval and web mining, e.g., web page filtering, classification, information gathering and information extraction [3].

The noisy information in the web content can be classified into two categories according to their granularities. They are global noises and local noises. Global noises on the web are having large granularity and they are usually not smaller than individual pages. For example, Illegal Web pages, older version of website. Local noises involve in regions/items based within a web page. They are usually incoherent with the original contents of the web pages. Such a noisy web page contains poster advertisements, flush news, marquee pictures, etc [18].

This paper implements a novel custom search engine to extract the noisy free information from the internet. The proposed URL pattern extractor algorithm will extract all relevant index pages from the web and thereby ranking the indexes based on user query. Then, NDC algorithm is applied to remove the unwanted content from the retrieved web pages. The proposed custom search engine provides the following features:

1. Provides scalability for large volume of data as well small data.
2. Classifies the retrieved information into different categories; web, images and news and,
3. Removes all noisy information from the retrieved web pages.

For example, when a user enters the desired query, the proposed system extracts all related indexes pages using URL algorithm and subsequently NDC algorithm is applied to filter the noisy information from the extracted index pages. Finally, it displays the retrieved information to the user.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the related works which are very close to the proposed mechanism are reviewed. Section 3 introduces the proposed system architecture. The results obtained by the proposed system are discussed in section 4 briefly. Finally, the conclusion of the proposed system with future enhancement is given in chapter 5.
2. Related Works

A framework that employs an easily extensible set of techniques for web mining is developed in [7]. The key insight is to work with DOM trees, a W3C specified interface that allows programs to dynamically access document structure rather than with raw HTML mark up. This proxy can be used both centrally administered groups of users, as well as by individuals for personal browsers. The use of latent semantic analysis to uncover semantic structures or concepts hidden in entity contexts towards improving named entity recognition on the web is described in [22]. The vast analysis of such relations helps to build implicit concepts around entity types, making the entity contexts more discriminative and avoiding data sparsity for a better classification. In order to rank a relevant index pages, three semantic similarity measures are used in [14]. The higher order association mining and clustering approaches are used to compute semantic similarity between words and sentences.

A public web intelligence tool called MySpiders, a threaded multi-agent system is designed [19] for information discovery. The performance of the system is evaluated by comparing its effectiveness in locating recent, relevant documents with that of existing search engines. Similarity based mechanisms [25]; WDES, to extract desired SERPs and store them in the local depository for offline browsing and WDICS, to integrate the requested contents and enable the user to perform the intended analysis and extract the desired information. A method which utilizes click through data for training, namely the query-log of the search engine in connection with the log of links the users clicked on in the presented ranking [10]. Such click through data is available in abundance and can be recorded at very low cost. Support Vector Machine (SVM) approach is used for learning retrieval functions.

A Semantic Web Search Engine (SWSE) is developed in [8]. It consists of crawling, data enhancing, indexing and a user interface for search, browsing and retrieval of information; unlike traditional search engines, SWSE operates over RDF web data, also known as linked data which implies unique challenges for the system design, architecture, algorithms, implementation and user interface. Formal methods for filtration of noises from web pages are developed in [24]. It uses DOM structures of web documents to efficiently remove the irrelevant data. Document Entity And Resolution (DEAR) system [23] combines semantic similarity matching as provided by the open source Word Net database with the ability to recognize named entities through the OpenCalais system. When used in concert, it provides a novel way for users to quickly find the relevant content and detect and identify the uniquely named entities within that content.

A web extraction and storage tool [9] is implemented in Java that automates the downloading task from a given user query and also reduces the time complexity. A method to filter web pages and retrieve the actual content of a web page is implemented in [16]. It removes the noises from a given web page in order to improve the performance of web content mining.

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach is used to identify the multiple noise models present in the web pages and remove the same from any web sites [13]. It uses a back transmission neural network algorithm to categorize the various noise models by corresponding noise data in current web page. In order to improve the performance of mining, the noises are initially identified and then removed [5]. The irrelevant information (i.e. Web Page Noise or Local Noise) in web pages that can seriously harm web mining task such as clustering and classification etc are focused [2].

Web data analysis for sessionization is implemented in [6]. Sessionization is the determination of the number of visitors to a web site. The user session identification is very important for the traffic characterization purpose. The content mining [4] to extract specific information of interest to the user by removing unnecessary things like, navigation panels, advertisement, hyperlinks, date and time formatted data, noise and redundant data. The web pages resulting from search engines are divided into frames and each frame is then sub divided into blocks which are processed for removal of all unwanted information.

The main objective of the proposed system is to design custom search engine which provides noisy free information during query search. It integrates the search engine implementation along with noise removal. There is no need to work separately. It does not rank the web pages based on its popularity of web but its ranking is based on user query whose index have relevant information about user query.

3. Proposed System Model

The proposed system extracts the noisy free information and then classifies the information into different categories. The input to the system is only the user query. Hence, the proposed consists of three sequential stages; user interface, pre-processing and classification. The user can enter the query in the user interface. The proposed system does require the exact keyword and it supports multi-keyword search. In the preprocessing stage, the proposed URL pattern extraction and NDC algorithms are applied. Both algorithms are implemented in Java and utilizes Google API key as web environment which provides
interface to user to search the query. In the classification stage, the retrieved information’s are classified into one of the predefined classes; web, news and images. Before pre-processing, the proposed system initially validates the user query from web database based on user behavior or interest. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of the proposed web search engine for noisy free information retrieval.

3.1. URL Pattern Extractor Algorithm

In this subsection, the proposed URL pattern extractor algorithm is discussed. The algorithm flow is as follows:

1. Verify the user query from web database.
2. Extract all pages which contain user’s query information, and,
3. Assist to build index ranking according to the user query.

The proposed mechanism does not provide unwanted large number of index pages which increases the retrieval time.

URL pattern extractor algorithm extracts all relevant information of the user query. The relevant information is the core information on the web page that the user wants to see. For example, the main content in the web page of a news article is the core information. These documents are arranged in a directory and preprocessed for content extraction [1, 8, 12, 21]. The proposed algorithm extracts the web pages based on the prefix and suffix content of the user query. It does not extract the famous or most visited pages only but also it considers all pages that have relevant information based on the user query. It also verifies the user query from web database such as spell-checking and as well for multi-keyword search supports. The pseudo code for the proposed URL pattern algorithm is given below:

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of URL pattern extractor algorithm.

```c
Int InitLists (void);
// initializes the data structure and resource
Define max_url_length=60;
// the max length of url path.
Define interval_per_retrieval=1;
//sleep interval of the crawler.
Set url_prefix=http://localhost:8080/noisy/custom_search.jsp;
// url we extract should be start with given prefix.
Define content_length =300;
//make hash in large in comparison to number of url //extracted.
For example depth of 3 on
//http://localhost:8080/noisy/custom_search.jsp //approximate
300.
Define max_hash_function=300;
//unlikely we have more than 1000 url for given query
Define max_url_per_page=300;
//
Char*getpage (char *URL, int depth, char *path);
// get html into a string and return and return as page with
//correct format
Char **extracturl (char *html_buffer, cha *current);
//extract url, given pointer to a string of html and return
//extracted url
Void updateListLink (char **url_list, int depth);
//update link list visited for all url
Void seturlvisited (char *url);
// given pointer to a string of html and return current url
Char *getAddressFromlinktobeVisited (int depth);
//get the net url to visit from the extracted list
```

3.2. NDC Algorithm

The proposed NDC algorithm is discussed in this section. The basic idea of NDC algorithm is as follows:

1. Find the entire unstructured URL pattern with global as well local noisy content. A set of data cleaner patterns are used to detect the URL and index pages which are affected with global noise
2. Remove all irrelevant data such as hyperlink, images and video [17].

The proposed NDC algorithm uses derive in size-3 noisy data cleaner patterns at a given nd-cleaner threshold ndc from the transaction set T', where T' is the transpose of the original transaction data T, since we are interested in clustering objects. The noisy data objects are simply those which are not relevant to the search query patterns [15]. In other words, for identification of noisy data object, it cannot find other objects which have pair-wise similar content with this
object above the noisy data-cleaner threshold \( ndc \). Indeed, the noisy data cleaner threshold specifies the fraction of noise data objects. NDC is very efficient in removing irrelevant information from the extracted pages. The main advantage of the proposed NDC algorithm is that it is scalable for large volume of data set as well small dataset. The proposed NDC algorithm proficiently removes all kinds of noise. The pseudo code for the proposed NDC algorithm is given below:

**Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of NDC algorithm.**

**Data:** Transaction set \( T \)

**Result:** Set of noisy data points \( N \), Set of non-noisy data points \( P \)

**Noisy data fraction** \( \xi \)

**NDC** ← Noisy Data Cleaner (\( T' \)) //NDC: the Noisy Data Cleaner set;

\[ T[1...ntrans].covered \leftarrow false; \]

\[ num\ ndc \leftarrow size(NDC); \]

for \( i = 1 \) to \( num\ ndc \) do

for \( j = 1 \) to \( ntrans \) do

if \((T[j].covered) \&\& contains(T[j],NDC[i])\) then

\( T[j].covered \leftarrow true; \)

end

end

\( N \leftarrow \{\}; \)

\( P \leftarrow \{\}; \)

for \( i = 1 \) to \( ntrans \) do

if \( T[i].covered \) then

\( P \leftarrow P \cup T[i]; \)

else

\( N \leftarrow N \cup T[i]; \)

end

end

\( \xi \leftarrow \frac{|N|}{ntrans}; \)

end

Return \( N, P, \xi; \)

**4. Results and Discussions**

**4.1. Experimental Setup**

The proposed method is implemented in JAVA using NetBeans 8.0 with Google API key, HTML parser and W3c java library with real time Web database. Also it utilizes the open source Weka tool 3.7.2 version for performance evaluation. The experimental setup uses a system with Intel Dual Core processor (1.836 Hz), 2GB memory under Window 7 Ultimate system. The proposed method searches various types of query given by the user and collects the information based on the respective dataset types. Three different types of data sets; web, news and images are used in this study.

As the proposed system requires labelled training data, 10% of the pages from each dataset are used as a training data set and the remaining pages as an evaluation data set. The pages for training data set are chosen from various website.

**4.2. Simulation Results**

In order to select the best learning algorithm for the classification process, 10-fold cross validation is performed. The classifiers used in the proposed system are Decision Tree (DT), Radom Forest (RF), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). WEKA tool is used for the classification with default parameter settings. Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed search engine.

Table 1. Performance of the proposed customized search engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Type</th>
<th>No. of Query</th>
<th>Relevance Pages</th>
<th>Total Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance measures used to analyze the proposed system for both URL Pattern Extractor and NDC are precision, recall, and F1 measure. For every web page in the evaluation data set, the extracted content is compared with the gold standard [20]. In order to compute these measures, the proposed system finds the overlap between the gold standard and the extracted content. The computation of recall \( (r) \), precision \( (p) \), and F1 measures are defined in (1)

\[
p = \frac{|c|}{|g|}, \quad r = \frac{|c|}{|r|}, \quad f = \frac{2 \times p \times r}{p + r}
\]

where \(|c|\) is the string length of the URL pattern extractor of the closest index pages. \(|g|\) is the length of the gold standard string. \(|e|\) is the length of the extracted content. Table 2 and 3 show the performance of the proposed URL Pattern Extractor and NDC algorithm respectively. Figure 2 to 4 shows the comparative analysis of the proposed system with existing algorithms in the literature.

Table 2. Performance of the proposed URL Pattern Extractor algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Algorithms</th>
<th>Web</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>News</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.976</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Performance of the proposed NDC algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Algorithms</th>
<th>Web</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>News</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMO</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is observed from the tables 2 and 3 that all the classifiers used in this study achieve promising results with more than 90% accuracy. Among the different classifiers, RF and DT produce better results for all dataset types.

The computed performance measures such as precision, recall and F1 score of the proposed system for Web, News and Image datasets are shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The performance of the proposed system is compared with JWEBPRO [22], SWSE [8], CBR [13], DEAR [23] and Clickthrough [10]. It is observed from Figure 2 that the proposed system has a precision 94% for web dataset. In the literature, only a maximum of 86.3% precision rate is achieved by SWSE which means that the proposed system increases the precision rate by a minimum of 7.7%. It is noted that the recall rate of the proposed system is only 88.2% where JWEBPRO has a high recall rate. However it has a very low precision rate of 65% means that it returned more irrelevant web pages. The proposed system has a high F1 score of 0.905 in comparison with existing systems.

The performance on News dataset is given in Figure 3. The proposed system outperforms all existing systems in terms of all measures such as precision (90.5%), recall (99.7%) and F1 score (0.834) used in this study. Similar to Web dataset, JWEBPRO has a good recall rate with a very low precision comparison with all other techniques. In order to analyze the performance of the proposed system for Image dataset, a comparison is made with Clickthrough. It is noted from the Figure 4 that the proposed system outperforms Clickthrough with an increase in precision of about 45% with recall of 31% and F1 score of 19%.

It is concluded that the proposed UPE with NDC is preferable based on the performance measures in the above Tables and Figures. The proposed method is very efficient to produce URL content extraction and noisy content removal. All existing methods work separately; some of them are efficient either for content extraction or to remove irrelevant content. However, the proposed system achieves better result for both content extractions without noisy content.

5. Conclusions

A novel custom search engine is implemented to search the user query efficiently in this paper. The proposed URL pattern extractor algorithm will extract all relevance index pages from the web database and ranking the indexes based on the user query. Then, noisy data cleaner algorithm is applied to remove the unwanted content from the retrieved web pages. Experimental results show that the proposed custom search engine outperforms other existing technique in the literature. The proposed UPE+NDC method have the highest precision of 0.940 for web and 0.905 for news dataset and 0.870 for image dataset. Hence, the proposed approach is preferable since it has better precision and recall rate. Also it gives reasonably high F1 score.

In near future, the proposed work can be extended to eliminate noisy information from the audio and video data.
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